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add a link to diff page to wiki item in activity page
2022/05/09 13:44 - Admin Redmine

ステータス: New 開始日: 2008/12/18

優先度: 通常 期日:  

担当者:  進捗率: 0%

カテゴリ: Wiki_1 予定工数: 0.00時間

対象バージョン:  作業時間: 0.00時間

Redmineorg_URL: https://www.redmine.org/issues/2355 status_id: 1

category_id: 1 tracker_id: 2

version_id: 0 plus1: 1

issue_org_id: 2355 affected_version:  

author_id: 3034 closed_on:  

assigned_to_id: 0 affected_version_id:  

comments: 3   

説明

Hello,

Would it be possible please to add a link on every wiki item displayed on the activity page to related diff version page ?
ex : on Project activity 

Wiki edit: Index (#37) (diff)    and diff links to Index/diff?version=37&version_from=36&commit=Voir+les+différences

So that, differences may be visible at a glance by users.

Thank you 

journals

+1

(mediawiki does that :-)

Yes, I also think this would be a better way to link to Wiki activity.
mediawiki goes one step further and sends the differences in the RSS feed. I don't like that as much (probably because sometimes
they collapse 2 or 3 changes in one notification), but a link to the diff page would prevent me from always having to click the
History link and the View Differences button to find out which was that single word that changed in a very long page - I'd get that
just from clicking the link of the Activity feed.

1 click instead of 3 clicks is always better if you ask me ;)

I really miss easy access to the diffs of Wiki pages, and my preference is to actually have
some kind of summary in the feed. We do a lot of small fixes: a bit of improved formatting,
a typo fixed, etc. The in-stream diff helps sorting these from the actual content changes.

履歴
#1 - 2022/05/10 17:27 - Admin Redmine

- カテゴリ を Wiki_1 にセット
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